Abstract
This study aimed at investigating the development of reading comprehension of engineering students through metacognitive strategies and scaffolding. This study used 12 classroom observations in four engineering departments of one public university in Pakistan. The researcher observed 3 classes in each department at the time of read-aloud sessions. The class in each department was comprised of minimum 55 students and maximum 75 students. The researcher himself conducted all the 12 observations to maintain reliability without interfere of the complete teaching method. Teacher in each class was introduced by the observer and his aim to come in the first observation session. The observer sat at the back of every classroom and noted all instructional practices carefully on the field-notes based on teachers using metacognitive strategies to support students in terms of reading comprehension instructions. This study revealed the promising results based on metacognitive scaffolding and strategies as the most important tools for engineering students and language teachers to use for the development of reading and comprehension.
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1. Introduction
In Pakistan, the metacognition and cognition fields were ignored from undertaking research for developing the ability of students in language learning. This study would pave the way for researchers to develop their interest in language learning through metacognitive strategies and scaffolding. This study used 12 classroom observations in four engineering departments of one public university in Pakistan. The researcher observed 3 classes in each department at the time of read-aloud sessions. The class in each department was comprised of minimum 55 students and maximum 75 students. The researcher himself conducted all the 12 observations to maintain reliability without interfere of the complete teaching method. Teacher in each class was introduced by the observer and his aim to come in the first observation session. The observer sat at the back of every classroom and noted all instructional practices carefully on the field-notes based on teachers using metacognitive strategies to support students in terms of reading comprehension instructions. This study revealed the promising results based on metacognitive scaffolding and strategies as the most important tools for engineering students and language teachers to use for the development of reading and comprehension.
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together for functioning the thinking or mental performances of activities on reading comprehension. The most important three kinds of metacognition were identified by Cross & Paris, (1988) that included as: (1) Declarative knowledge refers to the knowledge based on factors influencing human cognition, (2) Procedural knowledge is used to know by what means certain abilities function and in what manner these abilities or skills can be used, and (3) Conditional knowledge is used to know the information related to the strategies needed for solving certain tasks. Further, students can practice through the certain tasks involving individual cognitions as stated by (Efklides, &Petkaki, 2005) for practicing a number of mental states including personal interest and a method of judgment concerning tasks dealing out for better outcomes. Therefore, Flavell, (1979) informed that knowledge and regulation are reciprocally interconnected under the umbrella of metacognition. However, Schraw, & Dennison, (1994) presented Metacognitive Awareness Inventory (MAI) which indicated that the knowledge and regulation are strongly interconnected in cognition development and the results of Sperling et al. (2004) confirmed this theory and further informed that metacognitive awareness and regulation effect provided a method of selection of strategies to be used.

1.1 Background of the Study

In Pakistan, Federal Ministry of Education is responsible for certain affairs related to the education. Nurullah & Naik (1951) exposed some drawbacks in the system that includes insufficiencies of the pedagogy, dearth of appropriate instructors, and low setup. The federal government helps to develop curriculum and finance for the research in the country. Sarwar et al. (2011) informed that textbooks ignore the curriculum covering the objectives of the teachers and students in the country and do not meet the standards of the world. Similarly, multinational companies in Pakistan prefer to recruit employees having sound knowledge of reading texts as they need to be capable of reading and comprehending agreements, contracts, bonds, deals, and give-and-take official messages through emails with seniors, managers, coworkers, and in their daily businesses (Sarwar et al., 2011). In Pakistan, English language is considered as an official language and is medium of instructions within schools, colleges and universities (Mansoor, 2005). Further, the curriculum of engineering education is in the process of developing at both official and private level of teaching and learning. English language is widely recognized as a foreign language in more than 100 countries of the world including Thailand, China, Japan, Brazil, and Europe along with other countries like Singapore, Pakistan, India, and Philippines teaching English as either second language or medium of instruction or official language (Crysta, 2003). Further, the Government of Pakistan has introduced text books for improving reading proficiency in all fields including engineering, science, and technology in all government funded engineering universities at graduate level to provide quality education introducing research under various scholarship programs across the country (Pakistan Ministry of Education, 2006).

In addition, there are different engineering programs at QUEST, Pakistan and English language centre supports engineering departments by providing knowledge in reading scientific and technical texts related to the fields to a greater extent. In Pakistan, English language is used as the medium of instruction in all institutions related to the education; this language is also considered as the official language in the country. Similarly, multinational companies in Pakistan prefer to recruit employees having sound knowledge of reading texts as they need to be capable of reading and comprehending agreements, contracts, bonds, deals, and give-and-take official messages through emails with seniors, managers, coworkers, and in their daily businesses. Wei (2005) considered reading as the most essential tool for developing educational and professional achievement. Wei (2005) further informed that students want to apprehend text-books, research articles in order to obtain knowledge to support academic studies. Aebersold & Field (1997) asserted that reading is important in learning but most students are unable in reading texts effectively due to different reading problems. These problems include inappropriateness of the reading, the misapprehension of grammar, vocabulary problems, and poor background knowledge (Nuttall, 2000).

2. Review of Literature

The idea of metacognition was presented by Kluwe (1987) who asserted that thinker can easily identify about personal thought processes and others’ thought as well in the one category; whereas, in other category, a thinker can attend personal thoughts and has the ability to change thinking related to the activity which is being called as the “executive processes” of metacognition. In addition, Hacker (1998) indicated the demarcation between cognitive and metacognitive tasks. Cognitive tasks can be used in retention of knowledge learned previously and interconnect with the existing tasks; whereas metacognitive tasks can be used in monitoring the tasks and directing the process of activities involving thinking to acquire more knowledge. Further, Hacker, (1998) reported that Metacognitive knowledge indicates the knowledge of a person; whereas metacognitive abilities refer about the tasks which are presently undertaken; metacognitive experiences involve affective state of a person or cognitive
state of the students related to the activity. Afflerbach et al. (2008) informed the fact that cognitive aspect stresses on solving any problem during learning; while, metacognitive concentrates the process of solving any task or activity. Additionally, Veenman et al. (2006) stated that metacognition can be classified into two divergent features that include the knowledge of cognition that refers to the information related to the factors interacting in such a way that is used to affect the cognitive courses and generate outcomes; whereas the regulation of cognition (Flavell, 1979) refers to the information involving personal or independent learning and course of actions based on individual thoughts. Further, Channa, Yossatorn, & Yossiri (2012) conducted qualitative study and investigated the perceptions of international students studying in medical and engineering departments and used strategies at the time of learning language in one university in Thailand. The findings suggested that the use of strategies do encourage students to boost up their performance in language learning. Similarly, other studies (Channa & Nordin, 2014; Channa et al., 2015; Channa & Nordin, 2015) revealed that the metacognition can progress the cognitive responsiveness and cognitive regulation of students’ comprehension to find exact meaning of academic and professional texts. Similarly, Channa et al. (2013) investigated needs, wants, and problems in English of first year engineering students in QUEST, Pakistan. The study revealed that the reading ability of engineering undergraduates were at a low level. This main purpose of this research was to identify in what way first year engineering students apply metacognitive strategies and also identify the differences between these engineering students. Research indicates that metacognitive scaffolding supports metacognitive activities and facilitates problem-solving processes. Only a small number of studies have investigated the lack of metacognitive scaffolding in the context of reading comprehension of engineering students. For instance, Ge & Land (2003) found that students who received metacognitive scaffolding performed significantly better than those who did not receive. The influence of the first language (L1) on the acquired language (L2) is a common research topic in linguistics: A larger linguistic distance between L1 and L2 is believed to hamper any potential language transfer (the application of knowledge in the mother tongue to second languages) and to make it more difficult to differentiate between different sounds and words. Linguistic studies typically analyze the effect of linguistic distance employing small samples or case studies. Further, Whitebread et al. (2005) conducted research and indicated that most research in the field of metacognition in reading comprehension is done involving early ages respondents of either primary or secondary schools; very few investigations are made for college or university students to know their perceptions. The findings suggest that even our youngest children are capable of considerable independence in their learning; despite the fact that particular pedagogical techniques and approaches need to be developed, many of these are well-established and researched, and can be shown to be effective in fostering independent learning abilities. Conversely, metacognition can be developed with the experiences of students; this knowledge mostly is found among older students than that of their younger counterparts (Flavell, 1979; Flavell, 1981).

Moreover, the main issues of engineering students were based on low, average, and high reading proficiency levels of students. Their inability to read is affected due to the factors that include intellectual, psychological, physical, socio-economic, gender difference, urban and rural area, age, government and private schooling background, learning environment, and teaching methodology (Rehman, 2005; Mansoor, 2005). Despite the importance of metacognition to students’ learning, little is known about how engineering students engage in metacognitive behaviors. If syllabus or curriculum is developed to support reading comprehension through metacognition in engineering, students would be engaged through metacognitive behaviors and contextual factors would impact students when they would study on their own. To understand the baseline level of metacognitive use, specific pedagogical approaches can be developed targeting weak metacognitive skills and continue to build stronger metacognitive skills for reading comprehension. There is a need in understanding of how different contextual factors impact metacognitive scaffolding in reading comprehension to emphasize the positive factors while minimizing the negative factors in curriculum development in engineering education (Steif et al., 2010; Streveler et al., 2008). The use of metacognition in reading can be hampered by the fact that current methodological approaches for studying metacognition are not appropriate; therefore, the appropriate methods to study metacognition in reading comprehension need to be developed to know what students are doing metacognitively in order to support their reading abilities. The teachers in the engineering fields train students as they can use their gained knowledge in their studies to solve problems, make developments, and propose new technologies (Steif et al., 2010). Conversely, there are evidences that students have been graduating from undergraduate institutes having strong misconceptions about primary areas, for instance physics, thermodynamics, electricity, statics, and materials (Steif et al., 2010; Streveler et al., 2008). Further, Phang & Yusof (2013) explained that engineering education research needs in setting up good series of research to achieve considerable results for developing quality education in engineering and producing quality graduates for overcoming the present
challenges in the fields. Similarly, Phang & Yusof (2013) asserted for the improvement of engineering education and engineers for the solution of novel problems involving several disciplines; they need to have the skills to use new information in order to control over their obstacles.

3. Research Method

Data were gathered through classroom observations of four engineering departments at QUEST (A public university) in Pakistan. Classroom observations were conducted in the read-aloud lessons of communication skills subject in the four engineering departments at first year engineering classrooms to investigate the metacognitive strategies used in reading comprehension. The main aim of classroom observations was to focus on teachers’ instruction on reading to engineering students involving metacognitive strategies. The amount of time to each classroom observation was fixed and 3 hours were allocated to each reading lesson in each department. There were total 12 observations and 3 observations per classroom were spent on the reading activities. The class in each department was comprised on minimum 55 students and maximum 75 students. Following (Strauss, & Corbin 1990) as a complete observer, the researcher himself conducted all the 12 observations to maintain reliability without interfering the complete teaching method. Teacher in each class introduced the observer and his aim to come in the first observation session. The observer sat at the back of every classroom and noted all instructional practices carefully on field-notes including teachers using metacognitive strategies, support to the students, and reading comprehension instructions.

4. Findings of the Study

The engineering students of four departments at QUEST, Nawabshah came to know about what potential metacognitive strategies were noted as beneficial to develop their comprehension in reading academic as well as general texts and their level of reading growth. Conversely, differences were noted during classroom observation by the researchers when each and every metacognitive strategy among all students was used. Similarly, the data gathered through observations was analyzed and the following main themes were generated for the interpretation of the results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level One Code</th>
<th>Level Two Codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reading Comprehension</td>
<td>1. Text Scanning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Text Skimming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacognitive Strategies</td>
<td>1. Brainstorming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Selecting difficult words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Using prior knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Using dictionary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Summarizing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Paraphrasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. Questioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaffolding</td>
<td>1. Teachers’ support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Peers’ support</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Classroom Observation Report: Reading Comprehension

Reading comprehension was occurred in the read-aloud sessions of four engineering department through different strategies following academic text. Scanning and skimming were noted as the reading strategies and were found reading themes from field notes of classroom observations. These were also certified by teachers and students interviews.

4.1.1 Text Scanning

It was found in the observation that teachers asked students to use scanning strategy in order to find important information from the text. Two of these observations showed that teachers asked students to use scanning whereas; one more observation indicated that students themselves focused on scanning strategy to find out required data quickly. These observations showed:

“….students should use scanning strategy to look titles of the passages….and to get the information quickly....” [Observation Four]

“….scanning strategy helps students to raise their reading speed with quick information....” [Observation Seven]

“...before reading in detail.....I use scanning strategy by looking at the text instead of reading word by word....and find titles or sub-titles....” [Observation Nine]
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4.1.2 Text Skimming

It was reported through field notes that they used text skimming while reading activities. Two of these observations revealed that they practiced reading text through skimming using eyes for looking quick information. Two of these observations showed:

“...skimming helps us to get quick knowledge of the text. Our teacher has insisted us to get the birds’ eye view of the text.” [Observation One]

“Students should use skimming technique to get information quickly. They should read text with their eyes....” [Observation Eleven]

4.2 Classroom Observation Report: Metacognitive Strategies

It was found in the observation that some of these teachers used metacognitive Strategies in the read-aloud sessions of four engineering classrooms following academic text. The strategies were found from gathered data through field-notes included brainstorming, selecting difficult words, using prior knowledge, using dictionary, summarizing, paraphrasing, and questioning-answering strategy. These strategies were also verified through teachers and students interviews.

4.2.1 Brainstorming

The use of brainstorming strategy was reported through data gathered in the observations and noted in the field notes. Both teachers and students practiced using brainstorming as the activity and tried to draw graphs and mind maps by thinking about what the text would be in the reading and where the important data should be laid down in the text. More than half of the observations revealed that they practiced reading text through brainstorming and thinking strategy. Some of these observation examples are presented:

“I ask my students to practice on brainstorming while reading academic texts...thinking and making image of the text in mind would be useful for students to comprehend...” [Observation Two]

“....we use thinking and brainstorming about text in reading activities. Brainstorming would help us to know the difficult parts of the texts...our teachers arrange activities in class.....” [Observation Five]

“...it is difficult for predicting text with our thoughts...and forming our concept through brainstorming.....But we do practice on thinking and brainstorming to create images of the text.” [Observation Nine]

“....we should read text and make images through thinking and brainstorming strategy to link text with our thoughts in mind...” [Observation Eight]

Interestingly, one of these observations informed that brainstorming is necessary to make mental images for headings and subheadings. One of these observations revealed:

“....thinking is the second name of brainstorming or cognition....students should practice for finding important data from text. Brainstorms would help students to form imageries about texts...” [Observation Twelve]

4.2.2 Selecting Difficult Words

The selection of difficult words was reported through data gathered in the observations in which most of observations clarified that readers should select difficult words to practice and to memorize for future and present use to understand the meaning of the text. The field-notes on observations revealed:

“I have been teaching my students to select difficult words and phrases....and memorize all those for increasing vocabulary. I think difficult or unknown words stop reading speed or decrease comprehension....” [Observation Three]

“.....we select difficult words and memorize for future practice. If we would not find and remember all those difficult words.....we lose our reading level.” [Observation Eight]

“I teach my students to remember difficult words...when they perform reading activities. If they remember these words in time...they would be benefited forever at any stage. [Observation Ten]

“....we always select all difficult vocabulary from text reading and do remember for future comprehension ...” [Observation Eleven]

4.2.3 Using Prior Knowledge

Using prior knowledge is the third theme of metacognitive strategy category as reported in the class observation through recorded field notes. Most of teachers guided their students to use their past experiences and prior knowledge with that of reading comprehension activity to understand exact meaning of the texts. Some examples
of observations are presented:

“….using prior knowledge would be helpful to interconnect present knowledge with that of past experiences to analyze written text....” [Observation Three]

“….we can use prior information to connect with the present activity. Prior knowledge increases speed in reading and comprehension....” [Observation Seven]

“….if readers have poor background knowledge....they cannot read well and would not understand the meaning of paragraphs....” [Observation Five]

Interestingly, one of these observations revealed that background knowledge supports students to recollect their previous memories and connect with the reading passages. One of these Observations showed:

“.....prior knowledge can support students to recall their past knowledge and to use with the activities in class. Students can evaluate them through this strategy and can develop their comprehension....” [Observation Ten]

4.2.4 Using Dictionary

It was found through classroom observation that less than half of the observations asserted to use dictionary whereas most of observations reported that use of dictionary is not beneficial for students during activities. These observations suggested that students should use dictionary after activity. During activity, students should apply through guesses for the meaning of the texts. Three of the Observation noted:

“....the dictionary is beneficial to know the meaning....and to verify thoughts about the text.” [Observation Two]

“....the use of a dictionary is very important to enhance vocabulary....and help us to find correct meaning of the words....” [Observation Six]

“We should use dictionary after the completion of reading tasks. We should avoid using dictionary during reading activity....this would waste our time and we could not complete our task in time.....” [Observation Five]

4.2.5 Summarizing

It came under the focus of observations that three of the teachers guided their students to read text and summarize in their own words. These teachers indicated that they asked students to make summary of the text in order to judge the ability of students. Conversely one of these observations reported that they did not use this strategy due to difficult terms and confused parts of the text. Three of these Observations revealed:

“....when students complete reading activity....they should be asked to summarize the text in their own words.” [Observation Three]

“....we can reread the text for at least three times and summarize it to judge our knowledge and understanding of the text.” [Observation Nine]

“....summarizing is important....that would enable us to read independently and comprehend written text....” [Observation Eleven]

“We do not use this strategy [Summarizing] if difficult terms are used with unfamiliar sentences....” [Observation Five]

4.2.6 Paraphrasing

It was observed through classroom observations that less than half of the Observations used paraphrasing in reading lessons. Teachers asked students to read articles and understand the meaning of the text. Only two teachers asked their students to evaluate their abilities through paraphrasing task. However, most of teachers did not give paraphrasing tasks to their students with the view that their students would not explain or paraphrase in their own words as they lack proper practice in this strategy. Two of these observations revealed:

“....paraphrasing activity would be beneficial for students to evaluate their abilities....” [Observation Seven]

“.....we should enlist all the main ideas from text while reading...and paraphrase the paragraph to judge our reading performance.” [Observation Three]

4.2.7 Questioning

Most of the observations reported that students should be asked questions to find answers from the texts. This practice would support them to see text carefully for searching suitable answers from the passages. Most of teachers asked questions before, during, and after reading tasks. Some of these observations reported:

“.....we should ask questions from our students before, during, and after reading activity. This strategy would enable them to pay attention in reading and would increase their reading interest....” [Observation Six]
“...our teachers ask questions sometimes in the beginning of reading task and sometimes after the end of activity to judge our reading ability.” [Observation Two]

“...we should ask questions when we complete our reading tasks to check our comprehension and to find difficult parts of the text....” [Observation Eight]

4.3 Classroom Observation Report: Scaffolding

In classroom observation, it came under the focus of observation that most of teachers helped their students in developing reading comprehension. The field-notes and data gathered through observations clearly indicated that teachers provided temporary support to their students until they could practice independently. Similarly, some teachers asked students to help their peers in completing reading activities. The observer observed that peers' help along with their teachers’ support, students performed better as compared to those who could not receive support or those who could receive limited help in doing reading comprehension tasks.

4.3.1 Teachers’ Support

Most of the observations reported that teachers’ support can develop the knowledge of students. In result, students can independently practice on reading comprehension activities. Teachers provide temporary help and students get permanent knowledge and develop their speed in reading. The field-notes reveal information that teachers motivate their students and enhance their interest towards reading comprehension. Some of the examples of these observations are presented:

“...teachers’ support can teach us the art of reading independently. If teachers would not provide help....we cannot develop our comprehension.” [Observation Eight]

“Our teachers help us to complete our reading activities....they provide us knowledge. If our teachers would not give help....we would not learn new ways of learning and practicing independently....” [Observation Three]

“I help my students in reading and guide them...to me teachers can develop the knowledge of their students through reading strategies...” [Observation Ten]

“....if we would support our students....students would practice without fear and with interest. If we would not guide....students would not participate in activities and would escape from...” [Observation Twelve]

4.3.2 Peer’s Support

It was found through the field-notes on observations that peer support is important for students to develop their reading comprehension. Students can support their mates freely and can ask anything without any fear which they feel from their teachers. These observations reported that students receive support from their peers can perform better than that of a friend who has not receive support. Some observations reveal:

“....when peers help their friends in class, they work without fear. We help each other in reading activities and solve problem together.....” [Observation Two]

“...support of classmates can develop interest in reading....if we would not help them today...they would not help us tomorrow....” [Observation Five]

“Peer support helps us to work in collaboration in class activities. This [peer support] develop the sense of teamwork among students...” [Observation Ten]

“I ask my students to work in group on reading tasks and guide them to support each other when they find any difficulty.” [Observation Twelve]

5. Discussion, Conclusion, and Recommendations

This study is closely related with the Chumpavan’s (2000) research which indicated that students while reading faced great difficulties in reading and comprehension. They also had the problems in prior knowledge which lacked in understanding texts correctly and used dictionary to apprehend the texts. Similarly, the results of this research reported that most of students lack background information and face greater problems or barriers while reading texts. They failed in recalling their background experiences or prior knowledge when they read passages. Similarly, these students could not complete their reading tasks in time. In short, the most of students failed to make correct guesses of the texts and could not identify the exact meaning of the texts. Moreover, the engineering respondents used metacognitive Strategies at QUEST, Pakistan and the way these respondents adopted to use in reading text. This present research indicated that the engineering students were completely attentive and knew about their reading comprehension strengths and weaknesses to regulate their thinking abilities at the time of reading texts of the passages. The results acquired from class observations of read-aloud activities data suggested that the engineering respondents used their metacognitive strategies in order to make
their comprehension easy to apprehend the meaning of reading passages. The results of this present research are reliable and consistent as compared with the results of earlier studies which asserted that the readers always used metacognitive strategies to help their reading comprehension to be enhanced (Chumpavan, 2000) and make students to know their reading proficiency and practice for its improvement. This research has shown the significance in terms of strategies (metacognition) for engineering students in their reading practice and the processes of comprehension. These findings are regarded as the consistent with the study of Chumpavan (2000) which revealed the metacognitive strategies to be used by Thai students studying at Illinois State University for more than two years in USA; they were highly expert in reading comprehension. The study focused on metacognitive strategies and her findings revealed that the participants applied strategies for planning, monitoring, and evaluating their reading texts, their abilities, and their comprehension proficiency.

To conclude, this present research approves the claims made in the past research in terms of the strategies identified and used by the participants. This present study also confirms that using metacognitive strategies means to improve the comprehension levels of the texts by the engineering students. The informants of this study reported that they used different metacognitive strategies in order to develop their understanding. Therefore, they sorted out the strategies including scanning to take the bird’s eye view of the text, mental images to make overall picture of the text, selecting main ideas, topic sentences, and important words or phrases to clarify their understanding and build new knowledge. Further, these respondents also used prior knowledge for getting the proper meaning and interconnecting previous knowledge with that of their present knowledge. They also guessed from contextual clues when they did not understand the texts apart from using dictionaries in case of difficult words. This study was conducted to explore metacognitive scaffolding and strategy use in reading comprehension. The information obtained from the class observations represents a basic step for language planners when they create and improve appropriate courses. Therefore, recommendations for further research are presented as follows:

1) It is recommended that for further studies, comparative qualitative study should be conducted involving two different universities in order to collect data regarding perceptions towards metacognitive strategies in developing reading in other fields, such as technical education.

2) This study examined the reading problems of engineering students using metacognitive strategies. To obtain more motivating data, further research should investigate other aspects including age and reading proficiency, task-based activities, and students’ involvement in reading based on their selection of topics and subjects.

3) It is recommended that future work should focus on determining the level of metacognition. Low level metacognitive knowledge lacks connection to explicit conceptual justification; while, high level metacognitive knowledge binds discussions straightforwardly to conceptual reasons.

4) It is recommended that future work would guide all those who involve in designing syllabus, curriculum, and policy makers to get guideline from this research in order to develop reading materials for the students in Pakistan.
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